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herounded up a blue-ribbon panel of
experts to join him in a symposium in
Ramo Auditorium on "Mars and the Mind
of Man." The panelists included two
science fiction writers-Ray Bradhury
(The Martian Chronicles) and Arthur

science from Cornell University, and
Murray himself, professor of planetary
science at Caltech (Sagan and Murray
are also co-investigators on the television
team for the Mariner 9 mission.) Walter
Sullivan, science editor of The New York
Times, served as moderat
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know about Mars, and what we mi
now find out about it:
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e reside. At least I hope we're going
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platform have as strong and as
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also have with us two fiction w
o are very scientific as well as

Five experts discuss their own ideas and some historic
conceptions about Earth's neighboring planet Mars.

nown for his Tarzan invention.
urroughs invented a gentleman
dventurer from Virginia named
artcr who was able to transport hims
o the planet Mars by standing in an ope

lot of Martians with huge signs
saying 'Bradbury was right.'"

Veil, canal-everybody knows what tha
s. How do you get a canal? Somebody
milds it. Well, then-there are builders
)f canals on Mars.

ivriting fairy stories. The Martian
Chronicles is mythology and fairy stone
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